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Euro\TeX\ '92 proceedings volume contains 330 pages of papers presented at the last European \TeX\ Conference held in Prague, Czechoslovakia.

There are full texts of five invited talks included, presenting topics ranging from the future of \TeX\ to combinations involving \METAFONT and PostScript, and also user support.

There are 20 high-quality papers by the authors of the contributed talks, presenting a wide range of topics, \TeX\ programming techniques, the use of \TeX\ for languages with non-European alphabets, developments in the use of \TeX\ in Eastern Europe, discussions new user environments, incorporating PostScript fonts, and issues concerning professional typesetting in national alphabets.

1 How to order

The volume is available from the Czechoslovak \TeX\ user’s group for only DM 30.-- (or other local currency equivalent) paid by money transfer to the account:

34735-021/0100 at KOMERCNI BANKA, PRAHA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The address of the bank is:

KOMERCNI BANKA, pob. Praha – MESTO,
Vaclavske nam. 42
110 00 PRAHA 1
Czechoslovakia

and the name of the account is:

Ceskoslovenske sdruzeni uzivatelu TeXu

Send the copy of your payment receipt with your order to the following address:

Ceskoslovenske sdruzeni uzivatelu TeXu (CSTUG)
Sokolovska 83
186 00 Praha 8
Czechoslovakia

Money transfer is strongly preferred, esp. via SWIFT. In case of problems, a personal check can be sent to the above address, but only in exceptional cases. In such a case, write the check on:

"Ceskoslovenske sdruzeni uzivatelu TeXu"

No credit card payments, though.

2 Bulk Orders

For bulk orders, from, e.g., national TeX users groups, we offer the price DM 25.-- per issue. Please contact Jiri Vesely <jvesely@cspguk11.bitnet> or Karel Horak <horakk@csearn.bitnet> for arrangement. Generally, we strongly prefer this form. We hope this may provide for even better price for anybody interested, and to ensure spreading this volume containing really interesting material.

3 Finally

Don’t miss the opportunity to order, and to receive the up-to-date volume on recent development related to \TeX\ both in Europe and in the U.S., including exciting material on possible future development of computer typesetting in the spirit of software developed by Don Knuth.